surface (2) and (2*) appear to be stronger conditions than (1) and (1*).
However, we have shown that for particular varieties (of groups) (2) and (2*) are no stronger than (1) and (1*). We remark that B + 3N refers to the authors of [7] in which this concept is introduced for groups.
I. Definitions and Theorems

THEOREM 1: (1) F C V ) V F ( V ) for all s such that s^r if and only if F (V) CB + 3N) discriminates 1/ .
(2) Let r c J f . It is easy to show that the (B+3N) discrimination (strong discrimination) of V by its free algebra of rank r implies the (B+3N) discrimination (strong discrimination) of V by its free algebras of larger rank. It is also easy to see that strong discrimination implies (B+3N) discrimination. Thus, the persistence of universal sentences in free algebras will already imply the persistence of universal formulae precisely in the case that *"_/W strongly discriminates V where
Of course we are confining ourselves to V (B+3N) discriminated by one of its free algebras of finite rank. See [ 5 ] for d e t a i l s .
THEOREM 2. (N. Gupta and F. Levin): The concepts of (B+3N) discrimination and strong discrimination coincide for any product variety UN where U is any variety of groups and N is the variety of all
The authors have shown the existence of such a r e t r a c t i o n See [ 3 ] for d e t a i l s .
